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The fun and easy 
way for your 
patients to flosswater flosser



Blasts away plaque 
between  teeth and 

along the gums

Gentle cleaning 
and helps improve 

gum health

Easy for patients to 
clean  around braces 

and dental work

Its portable and uniquely patented design, combined with easy to use 
controls will encourage your patients to clean their in-betweens and 

achieve a cleaner feeling than brushing alone.

The Blast Water Flosser has been designed to be simple and effective 
for people who are new to water flossing with its easy power flossing 

that’s good and gentle for gums.

Only 1 in 4  
Australians floss daily*

*ADA 2020 Consumer Survey - a national survey of 25,000 adults over 18 years of age which found that three quarters of Australian adults rarely or never floss or clean between their teeth.

Help your patients create a 
better flossing routine

What makes the Colgate Blast  
Water Flosser different?

Meet



The fun and easy way to floss

Your oral health routine upgraded

Regular
Blast away between teeth 

to combat tooth decay 
for a dentist clean feel

3 pressure modes 
tailored to you

Built-in nozzle 
compartment

Easy to 
fill and clean

Water resistant

Interdental
Creates a unique 

stream pulse water flow 
to blast away plaque

Orthodontic
An easy clean for those 

 hard-to-reach areas 
 around braces

Personalise your flossing with 3 specialised nozzles

Choose from 5 cleaning modes

SERIES 2

SERIES 1

Interactive 
LED display

Large 180mL 
water tank

Compact 
portable design

Up to 60 secs 
of water capacity^

Rechargeable 
battery

^When tank is full and used on regular mode.



Available from

Visit henryschein.com.au for more details *vs string floss and vs brushing alone.

Let’s get flossing
A convenient and effective way to get your 

patients to experience the benefits of regular 
flossing in their daily routines


